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Case	Study:			
Eagan	Hockey	Association	

The season ice schedule represents a majority of the annual budget for youth hockey associations. 
Mistakes made in purchasing the ice can amount to thousands of dollars very quickly. The season ice 
schedule is also the basis of many membership complaints. The influx and transition of Board Members 
can magnify these issues. The following case study for the Eagan Hockey Association illuminates just how 
expensive these mistakes can be.  

In 2008, ten of the eighteen Board positions for EHA turned over, including: President, Ice 
Coordinator, Tournament Director and Girls Coordinator.  The new Ice Coordinator and Tournament 
Director both received brief transitions from their predecessors which provided them with the basic 
information needed to plan for and schedule the season.  The majority of the information available needed 
to be extracted from looking the previous year’s ice and tournament schedules.  Both men were expected 
to use spreadsheet or paper and pencil techniques to complete this very complicated process.  This resulted 
in several significant and expensive mistakes.  

The Tournament Director used the process as understood from the transition.  He contacted the 
hosting associations and submitted the information for registration.  This work was completed by mid-July 
within sufficient time to incorporate the tournament schedule into the ice purchasing process.  However, 
around Labor Day it was discovered that the request process used did not, ultimately, register the teams in 
the planned tournaments.  With this issue being caught late in the planning process, the original 
tournaments were no longer available.  Replacement tournaments were identified and registered for the 
teams, however they were on completely different weekends.  By the time the new tournaments were 
registered, the ice coordinator had purchased ice based on the original tournament dates.  With the new 
dates, the original tournament weekends did not have enough ice, and the new tournament weekends had 
too much ice.  With the number of teams and tournament changes, this issue wasted around 50 hours of 
ice, which cost the association $10,000. 

The Ice Coordinator, from the original transition, did not fully understand the breadth of 
considerations around which he was scheduling the ice.  He was given an Excel Spreadsheet and basic 
instructions to “create the ice schedule based on the previous season”.  Some of the considerations 
included: which teams can practice on the ice together, season dates, number of games, length of game 
times, and what time frame constitutes late ice.  Unfortunately, his lack of understanding led to scheduling 
a Bantam team sharing with a U10 Girls team, Squirts and 10U Girls practicing on late ice, and over 
scheduling the B2 and C teams in the early part of the season causing gaps later in their season. 

From these experiences, AutoIce was implemented to assist EHA with their ice and tournament 
scheduling.  Since EHA started using AutoIce, the scheduling process has been smoother and issues have 
been reduced to problems with cooling equipment at the facilities.  In addition, membership complains, 
while never eliminated, have been reduced and the conversations are fact-based and ultimately lead to an 
understanding of the process or small adjustments to the process.  In addition, using AutoIce has 
maximized ice usage, created schedule equity among the teams and eliminated lost dollars. 

AutoIce has provided a process for the Tournament Directors to schedule their tournaments with 
direct input to the final schedule.  This makes sure that while the Ice Coordinator is purchasing ice for the 
season, he is not buying ice for teams that will be away for tournaments.   

AutoIce guides the ice coordinator on where to buy the ice based on team budget, season dates, 
and league dates.  Without this information, the Ice Coordinator was much more likely to buy ice in the 
wrong places.   
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AutoIce has delivered a balanced scheduling and auditing process for EHA that eliminates issues 
before publication such as inappropriate shared practices, inequity in number of late night practices, 
imbalance with undesirable practice locations, number of days between practices, etc. 

The Eagan Hockey Association, since the implementation of the AutoIce solution, has experienced 
no budget overruns due, and has been able to maximize their ice purchases and usage for all the teams in 
the association.  In addition, the Board has specific details and data to report to their constituents regarding 
fairness and equity of ice schedules. The membership has come to understand that the board, by using 
AutoIce, is clearly interested in ensuring that all of their teams are treated fairly based on set guidelines that 
the board can influence. 

 


